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Poland Central Bank Review: October 2021 
  

NBP Decision (Oct 6) 

 

NBP Hand Forced by Spiralling Inflation Pressure  

The NBP decided to increase its benchmark rate by 40bps to 0.5% at yesterday's meeting, following the positive 

surprise in inflation in recent months. Consensus was still expecting interest rate to remain unchanged while 

economic recovery is taking place, with a potential 15bps hike in November. 

As for its CEE peer the CNB (which also surprised market last week with a 75bps hike), NBP has now clearly 

embarked into a tightening cycle after remaining quiet for the past few months. We have seen recently that the NBP 

board has been receiving external pressure from former policymakers and Polish PM to start raising rates to curb the 

inflationary pressures (CPI inflation accelerated to 5.8% in September, diverging significantly from the 3.5% NBP 

upper tolerance band, figure 1 left frame). As a reminder, the NBP held an extra meeting on September 28; even 

though there were no policy decisions at that meeting, the board could have talked about a potential hike at today's 

meeting in case CPI inflation continued to surprise positively. 

In its statement (see below), the NBP mentioned that it now sees longer period of elevated inflation, and also added 

that it may intervene on the FX market if needed. Aggressive hikes could eventually lead to an acceleration in the 

tightening of financial conditions amid PLN appreciation. On the other hand, PLN strength has also been associated 

with higher equities in the past cycle. (figure 1, right frame).  

Investors will focus on Glapinski conference, scheduled for 2pm today (London time). 

Figure 1 

 

Source: Bloomberg/MNI 

Market Reaction 

PLN has been receiving strong support against major crosses following the NBP decision after trading at multi-month 

lows recently amid dovish NBP (until yesterday). EURPLN is currently testing its 100DMA support line at 4.5470, 

down over 10 figures in the past week; a break below that level would open the door for a move down to 4.50.  

Poland 10Y yield rose sharply yesterday and is currently trading at its highest level since June 2019. We have seen 

that the surge in inflation in September led to a significantly in the bond market in the past week, especially on the 

long end of the curve.  
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MPC Statement 

 

The activity in global economy continues to recover, yet an increase in the number of infections observed in recent 

months together with supply-side constraints in some markets, has contributed to the weaker activity growth in some 

economies in Q3. The global commodity prices – in particular that of natural gas, but also oil and some agricultural 

commodities – have risen markedly in the recent period and are now much higher than a year ago. Together with 

supply-side constraints in some markets and fast growth in prices of international transport, it has contributed in 

recent months to significant increase in inflation in many economies. Nevertheless, major central banks are keeping 

interest rates low while continuing asset purchases.  

In Poland, economic activity continues to recover. In August, the annual growth of retail sales, industrial production 

and of construction and assembly output have picked up. At the same time, supply-side constraints in some markets 

are weighing on business sentiment in the manufacturing sector. Even though the average employment in the 

enterprise sector has been still somewhat below the pre-pandemic level, the situation in the labour market is 

improving which is reflected in substantial average wage growth in this sector. In the coming quarters, economic 

conditions are expected to remain favourable, although there is still an uncertainty regarding an impact of autumn 

wave of the epidemic on the economic activity.  

Inflation in Poland, according to the Statistics Poland flash estimate for September 2021, increased to 5.8% in annual 

terms, and in monthly terms it amounted to 0.6%. The elevated 2/2 inflation resulted, to a great extent, from factors 

beyond the control of domestic monetary policy, such as higher than a year ago global prices of energy and 

agricultural commodities, earlier increase in electricity prices and in waste disposal charges, as well as disruptions in 

global supply chains and international transport. The ongoing economic recovery, including rising household income, 

has also added to the price growth.  

Even though the impact of some supply-side factors currently increasing inflation will fade next year, the rise in global 

prices of both energy and agricultural commodities observed in recent months may still increase price growth in the 

coming quarters. Amidst probable further economic recovery and favourable labour market conditions, inflation may 

remain elevated longer than hitherto expected.  

Such a situation would generate a risk of inflation staying above inflation target in the medium term. In order to 

decrease the inflation to NBP target in the medium term, the Council decided to increase NBP interest rates. Moreover 

NBP may still intervene in the foreign exchange market and use other instruments envisaged in the Monetary Policy 

Guidelines. The timing and scale of the measures taken by NBP will depend on the market conditions. 

 

Sell-side Reviews  

Citi: Anticipating rate hikes to continue into the future 

 

• PLN was the primary outlier Wednesday - firming 0.9% to 3.936 against the greenback. The showing came 

after the NBP announced a surprise hike of 40bps to bring the policy rate to 0.5%. In tandem with the rate 

hike, the NBP adjusted its reserve ratio from 0.5% to 2%. Consensus and markets had no hikes priced into 

the gathering. We offer our take in PLN: NBP stays nimble following surprise hike: 

• Officials flagged that “Even though the impact of some supply-side factors currently increasing inflation will 

fade next year, the rise in global prices of both energy and agricultural commodities observed in recent months 

may still increase price growth in the coming quarters. Amidst probable further economic recovery and 

favourable labour market conditions, inflation may remain elevated longer than hitherto expected.” 

• The overarching theme in guidance is an emphasis on optionality. That includes both in the context of future 

rate adjustments alongside a renewed reference to FX interventions.  

• Officials will be heavily data dependent moving forward. While that's generally true across all decisions, the 

lack of direct guidance means it’s difficult to interpret Wednesday’s hike as being a full pivot to policy 

normalization. Given the ambiguity, all eyes will be on a presser by Governor Glapinski this Thursday at 09:00 

EDT. 
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• Citi Research now anticipates rate hikes to continue into the future; however, the team’s forecast for the 

terminal rate remains unchanged. Our economists look to a figure between 2.0-2.5%, and we think this level 

could be reached in late 2022/early 2023. 

 

 

JP Morgan: Added More EURPLN Short Following The Hike 

 

• The hike of 40 bps by NBP was a massive surprise for the market yesterday, and led to the quick move 

towards 4.55.  

• There was definitely a change in rhetoric by NBP as confirmed by the minutes for Sept MPC, comments by 

Glapinski and the PM this week, but a hike yesterday was not expected at all.  

• We have added to short EURPLN positions following the hike.  

• NBP mentioned that they would be ready to intervene in the fx market, but we think that this is more of a 

concern below 4.50.  

• It will be important to see the Glapinski press conference today for more guidance for further hikes in future 

meetings. 

 

RBC: Glapinski To Provide Further Guidance at Today’s Conference 

 

 

• Following the surprising timing of yesterday’s rate hike, the main question in today’s press conference with 

Governor Glapinski will be whether the hike was a one-off decision or the start of a hiking cycle (09:00 ET/ 

14:00 BST).  

• Although the statement did not provide information on the future path of rates, RBC bias is that it is the latter 

option.  

• Wednesday’s statement was on the hawkish side, with the characterization of the economic recovery & the 

labour market more positive and the emphasis on the pandemic as a downside risk not as strong as in 

September.  

• Additionally, the statement no longer refers to the high inflation as being “temporary” and the NBP highlights 

that there is “a risk of inflation staying above inflation target in the medium term”.  

• If Glapinski signals the hike was a one-off decision or fails to provide guidance, PLN could take a hit given 

the market has built up rate hike expectations.  

• Apart from the press conference, the Constitutional Tribunal meets again on the primacy of the country’s 

constitution vs. EU law. 


